The chief use of the present table of zeros and weight factors of the Laguerre polynomials is in the performance of quadratures over the interval [0, oo ], when the integrand behaves like the product of e~~x by a polynomial. From the well known theory of orthogonal polynomials, the quadrature formula is exact for any polynomial P(x) up to the (In -l)th degree, provided one uses the w-point quadrature formula. Thus if a* w) denotes the "weight factors" or "Christoffel numbers," corresponding to L n (x), the nth Laguerre polynomial, and xl n) denotes the zeros of L n (x), then
f ~e~*P(x)d% = Ê *™P{xï\ J 0 *-l Besides problems involving direct quadratures, there are those arising in the numerical solution of linear integral equations, range [0, oo ] , where the unknown function occurs both inside and outside the integral sign. By considering the product of e x by the integrand as a polynomial, and making use of (1), the approximation problem reduces to the solution of a set of only n linear equations. Hence only n points are needed to give accuracy obtainable by approximating the product of e x by the integrand as a polynomial of the {In -l)th degree. For a full description, including examples, see A. Reiz [3] , 1 especially pp. 1-12. For many purposes, the report of the Admiralty Computing Service [2] , which furnishes zeros to 8 decimals and weight factors to 8 significant figures as far as Lw(x), will suffice. This present table is intended to cope with problems requiring higher degree and accuracy. Thus there are given here the zeros and weight factors of the first fifteen Laguerre polynomials, the zeros to 12 decimals and the weight factors to 12 significant figures. (The zeros and weight factors are available in manuscript form to two extra places for #^10, and to one extra place for 10<^^1S.) Also the example of A. Reiz is followed in that the quantities o£ n) e xi{n) are also tabulated to 12 significant figures, to facilitate the quadratures when the integrand does not contain e~x explicitly. Thus in ) . In addition, the exact values of the coefficients of the first twenty Laguerre polynomials have been computed, because of their fundamental importance.
2 They were calculated from the recursion formula (6) below, which was used to obtain C^+ 1> , the coefficient of x m in L n +i{x) 1 by the relation -n c and as a check, it was verified that
and the recursion formula
The weight factors c^w ) are given by
The calculation of c4 n) is facilitated by the following relation (given in the Admiralty Report [2] and A. Reiz [3] , the latter crediting it to J. Deruyts [ó]): from which there follows the very convenient formula for a? 0 , namely,
The zeros of L n (x) were calculated by Newton's method, from a first approximation. In most cases, for a given w, a first approximation to x\ n) was obtained by either extrapolation as a function of n for the same value of i, or when i was considerably greater than 1, by extrapolation for fixed n y based upon the previous values of i (or a combination of both these processes). Then the first approximation was refined still further by 1), noting by how much previously obtained roots differed from their values obtained by this method of extrapolation, and 2), using another operation of extrapolation upon those deviations to find the deviation of the first approximation. All roots were checked by substitution into the polynomials L n (x), and noting how closely they satisfied L w (^n ) )=0. In addition the roots were checked by the relations The first step in finding the weight factors (or Christoffel numbers) was to obtain L n ; (^n ) ). Because the calculations of Ln (x\ n) ) were lengthy, as a check upon L£(#{ n) ), the second derivatives L"(xf*) were also computed, and were employed in the checking equation Then the weight factors a\ n) were calculated from (9) and checked by the relation (w!) 2 = af )^n) {L n / (xf) } 2 , and also by substitution into (1), with P(x)=x m , where ml must be obtained. For each L n (x), m was taken successively as every number in the set 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 which did not exceed In -1. This wide range of m was necessary in order to be sure of including all the desired significant figures of each a{ n> in the checking. The quantities e Xi " were obtained by interpolation in the Mathematical Tables Project's Tables of the exponential function e x and checked by interpolation in the Project's . (1) . (1) . (2) • (4) • (5) • (7) • (10) . (13) . NOTE: A detailed bibliography on Laguerre polynomials is really unnecessary, since a very exhaustive one up to the year 1940 is given in J. Shohat [l] . However, the few references given below afford a representative sample and cover many essential aspects of Laguerre polynomials.
